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Abstract Solar energy has recently become the subject of
heated policy debate across the United States, particularly at
the state level. Proponents note that it provides a variety of
environmental, public health, and economic development
benefits for society and argue that it can help support electric
grid operations. Many electric utilities, however, contend that
the growth of customer-owned, distributed solar energy sys-
tems will create costs that the utilities must pass on to rate-
payers. This debate has led to a wide range of technical reports
seeking to quantify the costs and benefits of solar energy to
electric utilities, ratepayers, and society at large. We review
these studies, discuss the different perspectives that they rep-
resent, and identify the key variables that have shaped this
value-of-solar debate. We conclude by discussing future re-
search opportunities that could help to maximize the benefits
of solar energy use while minimizing its potential negative
impacts.
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Introduction

The recent rapid growth of solar energy use in the USA is met
with approval by supporters who point to the many environ-
mental and public health benefits that it provides, compared to
conventional fossil fuel-based electrical generation. These
benefits include the mitigation of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, a topic of global importance given that the USA
is the world’s second-leading producer of these climate
change-inducing pollutants [1]. Investment in solar energy
can also be an economic development driver, creating con-
struction jobs and manufacturing opportunities. Solar energy
proponents also argue that it can also be beneficial to electric
utilities by saving them money on conventional generation
fuels, avoiding new generation capacity investments, and re-
ducing the strain on existing transmission and distribution
infrastructure [2].

However, opponents, including many of those same elec-
tric utilities, contend that solar energy creates costs that must
then be passed on to ratepayers. These concerns are most often
raised in regard to distributed solar photovoltaic (PV) energy
systems, i.e., small- to medium-sized solar energy conversion
systems that one might place on the roof of a home or busi-
ness. Of particular concern to utilities is the now-common
practice of net-metering for grid-connected PV systems.
Under this arrangement, a customer who owns a PV system
can sell excess electricity back to the utility at times when the
system produces more electricity than the building requires
(e.g., on sunny afternoons). The customer then continues to
buy electricity from the grid at night, or any other time when
the PV system produces less energy than the building is con-
suming. Under net-metering, the customers only pay for the
Bnet^ amount of electricity they consume each month, at the
retail electricity rate [3]. Some electric utilities now argue that
this policy is unfair, because the retail electric rate is intended
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to cover not only the ongoing costs of daily electricity gener-
ation, but also the fixed costs of all the wires, poles, substa-
tions, and centralized generation facilities that make that elec-
tricity available. According to this argument, net-metering
customers are effectively subsidized by non-net-metering cus-
tomers, as the latter group ends up paying a larger share of the
fixed costs that each group needs equally [4].

Furthermore, opponents contend that increased use of dis-
tributed, customer-owned solar energy systems could reduce
utilities’ revenue to the point that they cannot pay off existing
investments in conventional generation infrastructure, creat-
ing Bstranded asset^ costs [5]. The utilities also argue that
distributed solar PV systems could cause technical problems
for the transmission and distribution grids. Finally, some sug-
gest that any incentives to support distributed solar energy
primarily benefit wealthier customers who can afford solar
PV systems, which can amount to a regressive policy if it
results in higher electricity costs for those customers who
cannot afford solar [6].

The costs and benefits of solar power, and alternative en-
ergy sources in general, are coming under particular scrutiny
now in light of the US Environmental Protection Agency’s
(EPA) proposed Clean Power Plan (CPP), which would regu-
late carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from existing power
plants under section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act [7]. The plan
establishes a nationwide goal of reducing those emissions to
30 % below 2005 levels by the year 2030, along with state-
specific emissions rate goals intended to reflect the unique
energy market conditions in each state (e.g., the carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions rate goal for Virginia under the
CPP is 38 % below 2005 levels by 2030) [8]. These
emissions rate goals are based on analysis of the states’
potential carbon dioxide (CO2) reductions under each of
four Bbuilding block assumptions:^ coal plant efficiency,
natural gas dispatch, renewable and nuclear generation,
and demand-side energy efficiency [9]. This has led to
extensive debate and analysis over the technical poten-
tial to achieve those targets, and the anticipated eco-
nomic impacts of doing so, which requires an under-
standing of solar energy’s potential contributions within
each state and the associated costs and benefits.

In this article, we review the current policy debate on dis-
tributed solar energy and the ongoing research efforts to iden-
tify the true Bvalue of solar^ (VOS) for electric utilities, their
customers, and society at large. We begin by summariz-
ing the wide range of policies that some states have
adopted to support distributed solar and the recent ef-
forts by opponents to roll back those policies or create
barriers to distributed solar energy use. We then provide
a brief overview of the existing body of research on the
costs and benefits of distributed solar energy, before
discussing in greater detail the different variables typi-
cally analyzed in these VOS analyses. We conclude by

identifying the key unanswered questions in the VOS
debate and the implications of this debate for the
broader field of urban and regional planning.

The Policy Debate on Distributed Solar Energy

Over the past 10–15 years, many states have adopted one or
more policies to enable or incentivize distributed solar PV
investments. The most common, and most fundamental, of
these is net-metering, which has been adopted in 45 of the
50 states. Over half of US states have a mandatory renewable
portfolio standard (RPS), while seven others have a voluntary
RPS program [10]. Under a mandatory RPS, electric utilities
are required to meet annual targets for obtaining a portion of
their electricity supply from renewable sources such as solar
and wind power (e.g., 10% by the year 2020). Sixteen of these
states include a Bsolar carve-out,^ which requires a small por-
tion of each utility’s energy mix to come specifically from
solar [11]. States with a mandatory RPS typically allow utili-
ties to meet their requirements by purchasing solar renewable
energy credits (SRECs), which the owners of distributed solar
PV systems can sell based on the amount of electricity that
their systems create [12]. Owners of PV systems in states
without a mandatory RPS can sometimes sell SRECs to out-
of-state utilities [13]. For example, system owners in Virginia
can sell SRECs in the Pennsylvania market.

Beyond these policies, many states have adopted various
additional financial incentives to encourage or support the
deployment of customer-owned distributed solar energy sys-
tems. These include property, sales, or personal/corporate in-
come tax incentives for system purchasers (beyond the 30 %
income tax credit offered by the federal government through
the end of 2016), grants or rebates, low- or zero-interest loans,
or Bfeed-in tariffs^ requiring utilities to purchase solar energy
from producers at an above-market rate [14]. Finally, states
can adopt enabling legislation (where necessary) to allow new
Bthird-party^ business models for distributed solar PV sys-
tems, such as solar leases or power purchase agreements, or
to allow Bcommunity^ or Bshared^ solar arrangements.

The debate around distributed solar energy has focused
primarily around RPS and net-metering. In recent years, bills
to repeal RPS laws have been introduced in 13 states [15].
These efforts had been unsuccessful until February, 2015,
when West Virginia became the first state to repeal its RPS
[16]. The movement against distributed solar energy has seen
greater success by undermining net-metering arrangements
through the application of Bstand-by charges,^ which allow
utilities to levy a monthly fee to owners of solar PV systems
[17]. In 2011, Virginia became the first state to allow these
charges, and in 2014, the state’s largest electric utility gained
approval to initiate stand-by charges for residential net-
metered systems with a power capacity of 10 KW or more
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[18, 19].1 Arizona also enacted a stand-by charge policy in
early 2014. Similar policies have been considered in Georgia,
Idaho, Maine, Vermont, and Wisconsin [20, 21].

Understanding the Costs and Benefits of Distributed
Solar Energy

Over the past decade, the VOS issue has been tackled by a wide
range of academics, technical consulting firms, non-profit orga-
nizations, and state and federal agencies, as shown in Table 1.
These prior VOS studies reflect a variety of perspectives, meth-
odologies, and assumptions. Many have been conducted on
behalf of either an electric utility, the solar energy industry, or
a state public utility commission (the agency in each state
charged with regulating the electric utility industry). Some focus
on the costs and benefits of solar for electric utilities only [e.g.,
[22, 23], while others expand the analysis to include broader
societal impacts [e.g., [24–26]. Others provide important sum-
mary analyses of VOS issues andmethodologies [27•, 28•, 29•].

While thousands of academic research articles have been
published about various technical, economic, and policy issues
around solar energy, surprisingly few address the VOS issue
directly. The best example dates back to 2005, when Duke et al.
quantified the value of PVelectricity in two US regions (south-
ern California and northern Illinois) based on a wide range of
utility operations and environmental impact variables [30].

Many of the prior VOS studies, particularly those complet-
ed on behalf of the solar energy industry, quantified the ben-
efits of solar energy while downplaying its potential costs.
Several of these studies found the benefits to equal around
US$0.10–US$0.20 per kilowatt-hour [27•], but others esti-
mated them as high as US$0.25–US$0.35 per kilowatt-hour
in some states [24, 48]. Other studies, mostly utility-spon-
sored, focus primarily on the costs to utilities of PV integration
[39, 56, 57]. For example, a 2011 report by the Virginia State
Corporation Commission examined the potential costs of in-
creasing net-metered distributed solar power to 1 % of each
utility’s peak load, crediting solar with only the avoided cost
that utilities would otherwise have to pay to generate and
transmit that electricity, plus a small amount of avoided gen-
eration capacity costs. As a result, the study found a net cost to
utilities of US$0.03 per kilowatt-hour of solar energy

produced, which when spread across the entire customer base
would only increase average annual customer bills by less
than 0.5 % [51, 55]. Similarly, an analysis by the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory, for Duke Energy, found that
PV integration costs would be around US$0.03–US$0.04 per
kilowatt-hour if PV capacity reaches 3–7 % of peak loads by
the year 2016 or 2018, but could rise as high as US$0.098 per
kilowatt-hour if PV capacity reaches much higher penetra-
tions (20 % of peak capacity) over the long term [57].
Finally, a 2010 study completed for NV Energy found that
net-metered distributed generation (mostly PV) would create
a net revenue shift of between US$6 million and
US$10 million, assuming a market penetration of 1 % of total
statewide energy generation. Based on the utility’s current
customer count of just over 1.2 million, this works out to
approximately US$5–US$8 per customer per year. At higher
market penetration levels (9 and 15 %), the revenue shift is
estimated at US$50 million to US$150 million, or about
US$40 to US$125 per customer [37, 59].

A few independent analyses, weighing both benefits and
costs, bear mentioning. A 2013 study by the Vermont Public
Service Department [56] found a statewide net cost/benefit of
essentially zero for new distributed PV systems installed in
2013, assuming no greenhouse gas (GHG) values, but a ben-
efit of US$0.043 per kilowatt-hour if GHGs are included.
Another study from 2013, performed on behalf of Arizona
Public Service, found that, under current conditions, distribut-
ed solar energy in that utility’s service area provides a net
benefit of around US$0.07 to US$0.08 per kilowatt-hour after
accounting for a full range of costs and benefits [35]. Most
recently, a 2015 study for the Public Service Commission of
Mississippi found a net-positive total resource cost, of around
US$0.025 per kilowatt-hour, for a BMid-Case^ scenario based
on moderate assumptions for each of the eight VOS variables
considered in the study. The accompanying BAll-Low^ and
BAll-High^ scenarios, based on the least and most-favorable
assumptions for solar energy, found a net cost of roughly
US$0.02 per kilowatt-hour and a net benefit of about
US$0.06 per kilowatt-hour respectively [50].

Factors in Value-of-Solar Analysis

While each VOS report is unique, the more comprehensive
analyses incorporate many of the same variables in calculating
the costs and benefits of solar energy. These are discussed as
follows.

Avoided Energy Costs

This variable simply accounts for the avoided cost that a utility
would otherwise have to pay to purchase or generate an equiv-
alent amount of electricity. This value varies, depending on

1 The installed capacity of a solar or other electricity generat-
ing system represents the total electrical power that it can
generate in a given moment at peak performance. Power is
measured in watts (W), kilowatts (KW, or 1000 W), or mega-
watts (MW, or 1000 KW). The energy that a system generates
is a function of its power production over time (Power×
Time=Energy) and is measured in watt-hours, kilowatt-
hours (KWh), or megawatt-hours (MWh).
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when the solar energy is produced, which determines the type
of electricity generation that is being displaced. Avoided en-
ergy costs are very small at times of low demand, when power
is primarily provided by baseload generation facilities (typi-
cally nuclear or coal-fired power plants) that run all of the time
and are difficult to turn on and off. However, solar energy
generated at times of higher demand, such as in the middle
of a hot summer day, would displace power from
Bintermediate^ or Bpeaking^ plants that are increasingly more
expensive to operate [36]. This variable sometimes includes a
multiplier (e.g., 7–8 %more) to account for line losses in trans-
mitting the avoided energy to its point of consumption [48].

Generation Capacity

Proponents argue that distributed solar energy can help utili-
ties avoid the cost of future power plants that would otherwise
be built to meet rising electricity demand. For example, a 2013
study estimated the avoided generation capacity benefit of
distributed solar in California at US$0.044 per kilowatt-hour
[41]. However, utilities counter that even with high levels of
solar PVmarket penetration, the same amount of conventional
generation capacity would be needed to meet demand at times
when solar energy systems are not performing (e.g., at night)
[60•]. Electric utilities are particularly concerned that
customer-owned solar energy production could reduce the

revenue they need to pay for existing generation infrastruc-
ture, thus turning those facilities into stranded assets [5]. This
problem could be mitigated if increased solar energy use was
paired with improved energy storage capability, so that some
of the electricity produced by solar energy facilities could be
held back and then released to the grid in the evening.

Transmission and Distribution Grid Impacts

Increased solar energy use could have potential positive or
negative impacts on electricity transmission and distribution
(T&D) systems. However, these impacts would be highly
location-specific and are difficult to quantify in broad terms.
Distributed solar energy can, at least in theory, avoid the need
for new transmission infrastructure by concentrating genera-
tion closer to its point of use. The aforementioned 2013
Arizona study calculated the T&D savings from solar to be
US$0.021 per kilowatt-hour [35]. Nonetheless, such savings
would only be possible if the solar energy is produced at peak
demand periods, when transmission needs are greatest.

Distributed solar energy systems can also potentially help
reduce electricity distribution infrastructure costs, particularly
when the majority of the energy they produce is consumed on-
site. However, such is not necessarily the case, as net-metered
systems returnmuch of their electricity back to the distribution
grid. In this case, concentrations of distributed solar

Table 1 Notable VOS studies by lead author type, client type, and state(s)

Author type Client type

State government Electric utility Solar industry Other/NA

Consultant E3 Inc., 2010 (CA) [31]
E3 Inc., 2011 (CA) [32]
E3 Inc., 2012 (CA) [22]
E3 Inc., 2014 (NV) [33]
SEE Inc., 2014 (MS) [34]

Beach, 2013 (AZ) [35]
Beck, 2009 (AZ) [36]
Hoff, 2006 (TX) [23]
Navigant, 2010 (NV) [37]
Rábago, 2012 (TX) [38]
SAIC, 2013 (AZ) [39]
XCEL, 2013 (CO)a [40]

Beach, 2013 (CA) [41]
Beach, 2013 (CO) [42]
Beach, 2013 (NC) [43]
Cliburn, 2013 (USA) [44]
Perez, 2008 (NY) [26]
Perez, 2012 (NJ/PA) [24]
Weiss, 2012 (TX) [45]

GE, 2014 (Regional) b [46]
Navigant, 2008 (USA)c [47]
Jones, 2013 (TX)d [25]

Non-profit Smeloff, 2005 (CA) [48] IREC, 2013 (USA) [28•]
Fine, 2014 (USA) [49]
MEI, 2015 (MO) [50]
RMI, 2013 (USA) [27•]

Academic Pitt, 2014 (VA) [51] Duke, 2005 (USA) [30]
Perez, 2011 (USA) [52]

Government LBNL, 2012 (CA) [53]
NYSERDA, 2012 (NY) [54]
VA SCC, 2011 (VA) [55]
VT PSD, 2013 (VT) [56]

PNNL, 2014 (NC/SC) [57] LBNL, 2014 (USA) [58]
NREL, 2014 (USA) [29•]

a Study completed by an electric utility on its own behalf, in response to state agency ruling
b Study completed by consultant on behalf of PJM Interconnection, LLC (PJM is a regional transmission organization that oversees the activity of
wholesale electricity in portions or the entirety of 13 states, as well as Washington D.C.)
c Study completed by consultant on behalf of National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
d Study completed by consultant and non-profit on behalf of City of San Antonio
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generation can pose technical challenges that reduce the effec-
tiveness and reliability of the distribution grid. As with gener-
ation capacity, some of the distribution system problems could
likely be mitigated through improved energy storage technol-
ogy, as well as through micro-grids and a more robust urban
distribution infrastructure employing Bsmart grid^ technology
[61, 62].

Along these lines, some VOS studies also credit distributed
solar with the potential to increase grid reliability and resilien-
cy by reducing the likelihood of power outages. This potential
benefit is occasionally recognized by the utility industry [62],
but very few studies attempt to quantify this highly complex
variable. Some studies also attribute a variety of other ancil-
lary grid support benefits to distributed solar energy [27•].
However, these would seem to be relatively minor values,
even in a high solar energy penetration scenario.

Natural Gas Market Impacts

Certain VOS studies attempt to quantify the impact that the
increased use of distributed solar power would have on the
natural gas market. One argument is that distributed solar pro-
vides utilities with a hedge against the volatility of natural gas
prices, thus saving money that they would otherwise spend on
risk mitigation investments. Some studies also suggest that
distributed solar can reduce the overall need for natural gas
over the long term, thus leading to reduced prices in the
wholesale gas market [27•]. An analysis of the New Jersey
and Pennsylvania electricity markets estimated significant val-
ue for these natural gas impacts, ranging from US$0.025 to
US$0.027 per kilowatt-hour for the fuel price hedge and
US$0.035 to US$0.069 per kilowatt-hour for the market price
impact [24], based on an assumed solar PVmarket penetration
equal to 15 % of peak electricity loads. However, such natural
gas market impacts seem unlikely in the short to medium
term given current market penetration rates.

Environmental Benefits

Solar energy provides several types of environmental and
public health benefits, the most obvious of which come from
the avoided air pollution and GHG emissions from fossil fuels
that would have otherwise been consumed. Solar energy also
provides ongoing indirect environmental benefits via avoided
impacts from fuel extraction (e.g., coal mining, natural gas
drilling, etc.) and by-product disposal (e.g., coal fly ash, spent
fuel rods).

Existing VOS studies vary greatly in their approach to the
broader societal benefits of solar energy, such as environmen-
tal and economic development impacts. The electric utility
industry tends to argue that such Bnon-energy^ benefits should
not be factored into the cost of electricity rates [60•]. As such,
studies conducted by or on behalf of electric utilities and state

public utility commissions often do not touch on environmen-
tal issues [36, 39]. A few notable exceptions include studies
for the City of Austin’s municipal electric utility [23, 38] and
the public utility commissions of California [22, 32],
Mississippi [34], and Arizona [35]. Generally speaking,
VOS studies performed by or on behalf of the solar energy
industry do include the environmental benefits of solar [24,
43], as do studies by solar advocacy organizations [25, 41,
48], academics [30, 51], and federal agencies [29, 47]. Some
calculate separate values for specific environmental benefits
such as criteria air pollution and GHG emissions, while others
use a more general environmental benefit value [27•].

Quite a number of academic research articles have ad-
dressed the environmental impacts of solar energy use.
However, most focus on utility-scale solar installations, rather
than distributed solar, and do not quantify those impacts on a
cost per kilowatt-hour basis [63–65].

Economic Development

The economic development impact of distributed solar is one
of the more controversial and difficult VOS variables to quan-
tify. A study by the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS)
found that a 25 % national RPS would create nearly 300,000
jobs in renewable energy manufacturing, construction, opera-
tions, and other relevant fields, three times the number that
would be created through equivalent production from fossil
fuel-based energy [66]. Solar energy supporters also suggest
that a strong clean energy economy can help to attract busi-
nesses that want to locate in areas with good environmental
conditions and a high quality of life [50].

However, opponents argue that the job creation benefits
would be negated if solar energy growth leads to job losses
in conventional electricity generation, and that the broader
economic impacts would actually be negative if increased
solar energy use results in higher electricity prices. For in-
stance, the New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority (NYSERDA) estimated that the con-
struction of 5000 MW of solar PV in that state by the year
2025, at a cost of US$2.50–US$3.50 per watt, would create a
net loss of 750 jobs per year as a result of increased electricity
rates and ensuing lost discretionary income [54].

Many VOS studies do not quantify an economic develop-
ment benefit for distributed solar, and those that do address it
in very general terms [e.g., [24]. However, the aforementioned
UCS report and other studies focus on the issue directly, out-
side of a broader VOS context [66, 67]. Such analysis is aided
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Jobs
and Economic Development Impact (JEDI) model, an online
tool for estimating jobs and earnings impacts of renewable
energy projects across three main categories: project
development/labor impacts, local revenue/supply chain im-
pacts, and induced impacts [68].
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Recently, studies have emerged that estimate the economic
development benefits of solar energy in the context of the
EPA’s proposed Clean Power Plan [69]. For instance, the
Advanced Energy Economy Institute and the Virginia
Advanced Energy Industries Coalition found that in
Virginia, distributed solar would create more construction
and operations and maintenance (O&M) jobs per megawatt
than any other generation technology: 8.33 jobs/MW for small
commercial solar and 14.50 for small residential, compared to
6.88 for nuclear, 1.33 for natural gas, and 1.05 for on-shore
wind [70].

Conclusions and Discussion

The VOS debate is largely a matter of perspective, as the costs
and benefits vary widely based on the time frame considered,
assumed market penetration, and values incorporated.
Including values for societal impacts, particularly environ-
mental benefits, would seem to guarantee a net positive value
in most cases. However, the negative environmental impacts
of conventional electricity generation are generally not cap-
tured by existing regulatory and market structures, and as
such, they are often not addressed in official studies for elec-
tric utilities and public utility commissions. Thus, the EPA
Clean Power Plan proposal could greatly shift the VOS nar-
rative, particularly if it leads to a robust national market for
GHG credits.

Many of the utilities’ concerns about distributed solar en-
ergy have logical merit, but one could argue that they are very
premature. Studies that focus on current or near-future condi-
tions and/or employ relatively low market penetration as-
sumptions tend to find minimal grid integration costs for dis-
tributed solar, when considered on a per-customer basis, even
without factoring in societal benefits [e.g., [37, 55, 56].
Meanwhile, data from the Interstate Renewable Energy
Council shows that the total power capacity for distributed
(non-utility) solar PV in the USA was 1875 MW by the end
of 2013 [71], which would equal about 0.2 % of the total US
electric power capacity according to the US Energy
Information Administration (EIA) [72].

That being said, solar power is by far the fastest-growing
electricity source in the USA. According to EIA data, utility-
scale solar energy generation experienced an average annual
growth rate (AAGR) of 160 % from January 2010 to January
2015, far higher than that of any conventional generation
source, although it still accounts for only about 0.33 % of
the nation’s electricity generation [73]. The IREC data shows
that distributed PV capacity had anAAGR of about 41% from
2009 to 2013 [71]. Given those growth rates, and the fact that
utilities must plan their electricity generation profiles 20–
30 years in advance, the need certainly exists to anticipate

the implications of much higher solar PV market penetration
over coming decades.

The academic community has largely stood by the sidelines
of this issue, but there is tremendous opportunity for interdis-
ciplinary academic research that explores how we can contin-
ue the growth of solar energy (both distributed and utility-
scale) while avoiding potential negative future impacts.
Even some utilities agree that these challenges must be over-
come, so that we can Benable a distributed energy future for all
customers^ [62]. For example, how can a transition to solar
energy be paced so that it avoids the need for future additions
of centralized generation capacity, while maintaining suffi-
cient revenue to support existing baseload capacity and
back-up power generation? What, if anything, can be done
to adjust PV power generation and electricity demand curves
to better synchronize their respective peaks? How can we
increase distributed PV use without overloading electricity
distribution networks? What steps can be taken to avoid re-
gressive economic impacts from increased PV system
ownership?

The more technical of these issues may be overcome
through advances in smart grid applications and, in particular,
energy storage technology. However, public policy solutions
must also be explored. For instance, the question of distribu-
tion grid integration has interesting implications for urban
planning, as the negative impacts can potentially be mini-
mized when solar PV is concentrated in commercial districts
[28•]. Similarly, larger community or shared solar PV projects
can create fewer grid integration issues if sited near substa-
tions or distribution feeders that have excess capacity. Finally,
policy and economic researchers could explore opportunities
for adjusting electricity rate structures in a way that better
captures the balance of fixed vs. variable costs involved in
actually providing electricity service, such as higher monthly
customer charges paired with lower rates for consumption per
kilowatt-hour. However, any such shift should be paired with
other changes, such as time-of-use rates, that reflect the value
of solar energy delivered at high-demand periods and should
include other mechanisms to ensure that the rate changes do
not stymie the growth of solar energy.
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